Core School Value

Curriculum Concept

Trips, Enrichment Days and Visitors

Parental Involvement

Pupil Led Learning

Honesty

Change and Continuity

Planetarium visit

Show and Share

Continuous Provision

English

Oak—Term 2

Maths

This term in English, the children will be exploring their new book ‘Beegu’. They will be writing letters, diary entries and
storyboards in order to develop their writing skills and increase their vocabulary. There will also be writing opportunities
in the provision for the children to extend their knowledge on narrative based writing.

The children will be looking at addition and subtraction this term. We will be securing their understanding of numbers
from 1-50 and securing their knowledge on number bonds to 20. The children will be looking at different types of
number sentences and different types of problem solving and reasoning to strengthen their answers.

Science

This term in Science, the children will be continuing to look at using everyday materials. The children will be taking part
and exploring their own investigations as well as understanding why different materials are used for different tasks. This
term is based on testing these materials and understanding their different properties in detail.

History

In History this term we will be continuing to look at Explorers! We will be looking at Neil Armstrong and Christopher
Columbus and comparing the two explorers. We will be understanding what different explorers took on their
‘missions’ and why this equipment was important.

Art/DT
Music

Computing
RE
PE

Core Books

In art this term, the children will be working in three dimension. It will link to our science topic on materials and the
children will understand that making sculpture is a partnership between materials, ideas, hands and tools.

The children will be learning the xylophone this term. They will perform and create music and become more
confident in performing to an audience. The children will also have an opportunity as part of our learning on
‘Beegu’ to explore different types of music.

The children will be continuing to develop their Computing skills this term and looking at questioning We will be discussing the importance of different types of questioning. They will be doing this through creating pictograms and asking yes/
no questions.

In R.E, the children will be looking at ‘Why is Christmas important to Christians?’ We will be exploring the nativity
story and looking at different reasons why Christmas is important to Christians. The children will be performing the
nativity at the end of term.

This term in P.E, the children will be exploring team games and looking at Netball and Basketball. They will be developing their handling skills as well as their agility and balance.

Beegu is not supposed to be on
Earth. She is lost. This is a
simple, bittersweet story telling
a familiar tale of a child
separated from her parents
who struggles to cope in an
unfamiliar world. It deals with
themes of hope, kindness,
loneliness and being an
outsider. Alexis Deacon's simple
text and illustrations, with stark
empty backgrounds, allow the
luminous Beegu to stand out.
There is a childlike perspective
to this touching tale.

